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The usual procedure of solving

of two-liquid magneto-hydrodynamics

equations is accompanied by the in-

troduction of a number of assump-

tion?, r.uch as "quasineutrality"

C * =/7t ) with6^»&«e or "freezing-

in" with OJiit»áJj't . Though as it

was fihown in works /1,2/ the assump-

tion W» = íl{ is not universal. The

field of separation of charges may

become instable at the langmuir fre-

quency. A question arises: how does

the oscillator character of elec-

tron^' motion.affect the earth magne-

tic field В and whether the correla-

tion flf -Hi can be used or not in dif-

ferential equations describing B. In

/1,2/ it was shown that in case of

complete separation of charges the

averaging of electrostatic oscilla-

tion? leadR to another scale of

change of magnetic field and rate of

dinripative processes.

Thir> work demonstrates the me-

thod of self-consistent solution of

non-linear equations of two-liquid

hydrodynamics, based on the theory of

solution of singularly perturbed dif-

ferential equations, developed' by

A.N.Tikhonov /3/. The statement is

given on an example of perpendicular

magneto-acoustic wave of large ampli-

tude. As it was shown in /2/ for a

eteady-wave motion the two-liquid hyd-

rodynamics equations with variables

JsX" lit (whereU. -velocity of wave)

are broughed to the felbowing:

equation of the electric field of

separation of charges

equation of magnetic field

J\JU dil-fa + iZ d/

CD

(2)

and equation of ions' density

-Ко -О

(3)
The following notations are used

here:

:- «i:
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Vtí - characteristic «cattering fre-

quency of electrons on ions f\o and

Bo - non-disturbed value of den-

sity of corpuscles and intensity of

magnetic field. We should note that

equations /1/-/3/ have been received

with the assumption of low viscosity

in equations of motion(dp^bJu^frVti

and /C»/^ в . The equations /V-/3/

represent one of the systems by A.N.

Tikhonov. Really, as the scales of

change of magnetic and electric

fields are basically different

/ С , £_
aj* вр

then in equation /1/ the small para-

meter arises j* ~-j? "J-ff Щ£*4< i
before the highest derivative. Thus

connidering that M = 0 we could build

up a gendering system and find out

its solution. To speak of approxima-

tion of solution of original equa-

tion by gendering system and of fur-

ther rise of accuracy of approxima-

tion we need the check-up of the

satisfaction of A.H.Tikhonov' s theo-

rem conditions /3/» One of the most

important conditions is stability of

solutions of the attached equation

which turns out if we find out fíe =fít-

from condition f) , equation /2/ and

В from equation /3/ and the received

expressions substitute into equation

/1/. An near the "equilibrium point"

which corresponds to the condition

Mé= fíi equation /1/ may be practically

considered as linear in relation to

X and Y .. This eventually means the

performance of the second condition

of A.H.Tikhonov'r, theorem - condition

of attraction / V if only the solu-

tion of the attached equatipn is

stable. The reat of the theorem'я

conditions are satisfied ая a rule.

Analysis of the stability of the

attached equation was fulfilled in

works /1,2/ where its dependence on

JjlOyol
 a n d P signs is shown. As mag-

neto-acoustic wave's profile in я.

general case is that of oscillator

structure and the temperature of

electrons and ions is rising along

the wave's profile the quasineutrali-

ty property can't be universal in

respect of stability. With this in

view in work / 2 / a supposition was

stated that another stationary regime

with the steady-state oscillations

of the field of separation of charges

exists. It was suggested that an

averaging procedure in the equation

for smallvalue В and "í be used.

According to the theorem of A.N.

Tikhonov1s systems /3/ the alterna-

tive of the averaging method must be

the quest for other roots of the

gendering system or its other pecu-

liarities. Really, if solution of the

gendering system does not satisfy the

condition of stability the drift of

the real system is realised practi-

cally within one period of oscilla-

tion. In a general case the system

/1/-/3/ is more complicated than that

of A.N .Tikhonov's ordinary system as

there are functions of eL and /3

besides small parameter J* before

the highest derivative. With the

growth of W; t T e and Tf the func-

tions may turn into 0 /it is consi-

dered that at the boundary of the

magneto-acoustic wave the condition

o(>0 a n d £ > 0 is realized/, that is

that the equation /1/ assumes the

existence of two more singular points

which are determined by conditions of

oi » 0 o r ^ « 0. According to /4/ the

solution of dynamic system /1/ (here

we bear in mind that Я/j » ef £ and
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J-Tti » dg ) ляу aim at the

points with ]f aiming at the finite

value, i.e. with the singularity of

oi = 0 or в ' О we may come to the

finite intervals and remain there

for enough long period of time.Thus

the points nay be considered as

stable in a sense so we may con-

struct the solution in the vicinity

of the points according to the abows

mentioned circuit. The suggested

circuit of the solution of the sys-

tem /1/-/3/ allows to explain chan-

ges of scale of nagnetic field in a

natural way. As a result of the

above mentioned we can say that the

following three possibilities are

being realized and we can easily

make sure that their realization is

possible only in a certain succes-

sion.

1. ttuasinputraiity at the boundary

of the magneto-acou3tic wave-front ••

It follovs from /2/ and /5/ that

/
 c

*в~ ZTre-
2. With electrons heating-up along

the profile of the wave condition

Jflt = M; may become instable. Then

there will be but one possibility

to solve the system /V-/3/ that is

ci = 0, It results from / 2 / and /3/S
collásionless shock waves the elec-

tron gas pressure is in the order of

magnetic one ttr7e «v M— we have

— .л/
 т* a n f l

 consequently

J *
3. In case of strong shock waves

with M> 2 id - Mach-Altem number)

from the condition ofyő = 0 consi-

dering the solvability of gendering

system we havef/ = 0 + 0(C) ,

Thun.it results from /3/ that

J ru ~Ú 4Ü -—"

It is this regularity that was

observed in experimental teste of

shock waves /5/'.

Thus the rearrangement of the

scale of magneto-acoustic wave's

front is stipulated mathematically

by the following: the chosen root

of the gendering system loses its

stability within the coordinate

solution of the system /1/-/3/ we

need to chose another root of the

system which posseses the property

of stability.
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